This paper investigates the role of factorial speech processing models in noise-robust automatic speech recognition tasks. Factorial models can embed non-stationary noise models using Markov chains as one of its source chain. The paper proposes a modeling scheme for modeling state-conditional observation distribution of factorial models based on weighted stereo samples. This scheme is an extension to previous single pass retraining for ideal model compensation and here we used it to construct ideal state-conditional observation distributions. Experiments of this paper over the set A of the Aurora 2 dataset shows that by considering noise models with multiple states, system performance can be improved especially in low SNR conditions up to 4% absolute word recognition performance. In addition to its power in accurate representation of state-conditional observation distribution, it has an important advantage over previous methods by providing the opportunity to independently select feature spaces for both source and corrupted features. This opens a new window for seeking better feature spaces appropriate for noise-robust tasks independent from clean speech feature space.
Introduction
Despite long term efforts and great successes in automatic speech recognition (ASR) systems, rapid degradation of performance in the presence of noise and other competing sources remains the Achilles Heel of these systems [1] . While some feature enhancement and model adaptation techniques loosely use noise source characteristics to increase performance of speech recognition systems, model based methods try to use as much as information they can acquire from noise sources [2] . Such information ranges from static distortion occurred in the extracted features of noisy signals to dynamic information of cyclo-stationary noises.
Factorial speech processing models [3] - [5] are extension of Hidden Markov Models (HMM) which model audio sources and the way that these sources are combined in a generative manner. They model each of audio sources separately; this can include modeling dynamic changes of audio sources by hidden Markov models. Additionally factorial models, model how these audio sources are combined to produce output or distorted features. Because of this, factorial models can use noise characteristics for improving system performance.
From modeling point of view, factorial models are powerful modeling tools for speech processing applications. They can be used for speech enhancement, noise-robust speech recognition, multi-talker speech recognition, and robust speaker identification. These models perform well in the specific application of multi-talker speech recognition where the sound sources have significant dynamic information and there are two or more competing speakers speaking simultaneously. Recent researches achieve higher performance even than human in the multi-talker speech recognition challenge by use of factorial models of speech processing in some specific conditions [6] , [7] . Despite their successes in the mentioned challenge and their modeling power, factorial models are not widely used for real noise-robust speech processing applications [8] ; their computational demand for inference and difficulties in representing their central conditional probability distribution (CPD) are the two main reasons for this lack of use [2] . Figure 1 shows a generic HMM for conventional acoustic modeling in speech recognition and a factorial model for noise robust speech recognition expressed in the Probabilistic Graphical Models (PGM) language. HMM is extended in the two ways for creating factorial model of speech processing. The first one is that factorial models have multiple state chains which are useful for modeling systems with multiple underlying independent processes [9] , i.e. two audio sources with their corresponding temporal models (in Figure 1.b and are noise and speech source state variables). The second one is the interaction model, [2] ; CPD of the observed signal features conditioned on features of its corresponding sources, ( | , ) in Figure 1 .b. This CPD in its deterministic form is called mismatch function [10] , [11] . 
Figure 1: a) A generic HMM for acoustic modeling, b) Factorial model for speech processing as an extension of HMMs
Each of the two extensions imposes its own complexity to the basic HMM during learning and inference. On the one hand, multiple state sequence increases computational complexity of inference (which is also required for learning) to ( ) in which is inference window or lag, is number of underlying chain, and is maximum number of states in the chains [12] , [13] . In comparison with standard HMM with ( 2 ) as its required calculations for inference, we see exponential growth of calculations by increasing the number of audio sources.
On the other hand, accurate modeling of probabilistic relationship between the observed features and their sources is not always possible in speech recognition applications [2] . Several approximations are used for developing mismatch functions so far. Ignoring phase difference between spectral features of audio sources or use of pseudo inverse of DCT matrix for transforming features from Cepstral domain back to log-spectral domain are two examples of these approximations. Moreover, the interaction model is not directly used in the inference. Inference on factorial models requires State-Conditional Observation Distribution (SCOD); i.e. observed feature distribution conditioned on states of the source chains, ( | , ). This distribution is directly calculated by marginalizing-out source features variables ( , ); i.e. ∬ ( , , | , )
. The direct calculation of SCOD causes more challenges in the use of factorial models which necessitates additional approximations. As a result, having more accurate interaction models leads to more approximations in calculation of SCOD and doing exact SCOD calculations forced us to use approximate interaction models. This paper focuses on the second challenge of factorial models by incorporating the idea of single-pass retraining [10] , [14] for ideal SCOD modeling to be used in factorial speech processing models. We want to evaluate whether these models are effective against non-stationary noises as good as they are in multi-talker tasks. In addition it presents a modified expectation maximization (EM) algorithm for parametric modeling of this ideal SCOD. Next section briefly reviews previous methods for modeling the SCOD by starting with description of the commonly used environment model and the most useful mismatch function inference especially in speech recognition. Then it shows how the previous VTS based and IDPMC techniques can be used for the SCOD modeling. Finally it presents the way we perform inference in factorial models based on the SCOD models and an extended Viterbi algorithm. The proposed method of SCOD modeling is proposed in section 3; this section first describes the way that combined features are sampled and become weighted and then the extension of the EM algorithm for parametric modeling of SCODs is described. Section 4 describes experiments by providing the block diagram of the proposed method for SCOD modeling and then presents the results; we used the Aurora 2 dataset for this evaluation. Finally section 5 concludes the paper.
Background
In the model based noise-robust ASR methods, the following relation is considered between speech and noise signals in an assumed environment for generation of distorted speech signals [3] , [15] :
where and are speech and noise signals and ℎ is the channel model of the speech capturing environment. In the power spectrum domain by short-term discrete Fourier transform we have:
in which is vector of phase difference between frequency bins of and complex vectors. In (2), frequency index is omitted since variables are written in vector form. Additionally, time index will be removed in subsequent expressions for brevity. While (2) provides a mismatch function useful for speech enhancement applications, power spectrum is not appropriate for speech recognition. By applying filterbank, taking logarithm and use of truncated DCT matrix, the following interaction model is derived for MFCC features [11] :
where its residual equals to:
This residual reflects the effects of the phase difference of (2) and by considering uniform distribution for phase difference, in this residual becomes stochastic; its properties is investigated in [16] . Interaction models useful for speech recognition applications contain this residual. The interaction model is usually approximated by removing the residual [8] or considering its as constant; same value for all frequency bins [17] . Based on these interaction models (or mismatch functions) most of model compensation techniques were developed before.
State-conditional observation distribution
The interaction model (or mismatch function) is not directly used in inference of factorial models. Instead by marginalizing source features as follows, the SCOD is used during the inference:
Direct calculation of (5) was performed for simple feature domains and by approximations in the mismatch function. Two examples are max and soft-max approximation for log-power-spectral features [2] , [18] . But this domain is not appropriate for speech recognition applications. Therefore, instead of direct calculation, the SCOD model is extracted by transforming the source models or use of Monte Carlo methods.
Three categories of approaches are used for SCOD modeling. Approaches in the first set, by making an assumption that the SCOD is Gaussian in specific feature domains, estimate approximate Gaussian parameters. Parallel model combination (PMC) is an example of this group [19] . Methods in the second set, approximate the non-linear mismatch functions by its linearization around an expansion point with Taylor series. Then transform source model parameters by applying this approximation. Several variations of these methods were developed, depending on linearization point, support of dynamic coefficients order of approximation, and compensation of channel effect. A successful and complete VTS based compensation is presented in [17] . The third set, uses conditional samples of observation distribution for estimating parameters of the SCOD model which is usually modeled by Gaussian Mixture Models (GMM). Samples are generated by forward sampling and consequent use of mismatch function. Developed methods in this set are known as variations of data-driven PMC [10] . Next sub-sections describe VTS and DPMC based SCOD modeling adopted for factorial speech processing models. Most of the previous works consider stationary noises and therefore consider only one noise state in their SCOD models. Actually in this case, clean source models are replaced with their corresponding SCODs, which means plugging new observation models into the original HMMs. This is the reason for naming this kind of robust speech recognition, "model compensation" [11] .
VTS based SCOD models
In the VTS based methods, mismatch function is approximated by the first order Taylor series expanded around ( 0 , 0 , 0 ). For example for mismatch function of (3) in the form of = ( , , ), we have:
By considering the above approximation as transformation of source models, and assuming that the source distribution remains Gaussian after corruption, we can transform source model parameters to obtain SCOD parameters. With selection of conditional source distribution means as the expansion point, we have:
where ( , , ) = ( ( − ( + )) + ( − ) + ( , , )), = , and = . For source models with GMM observation distribution, the SCOD can be conditioned on each source component distribution. Additionally for delta and delta-delta coefficient SCOD parameters are extracted as follows:
Detail derivation of these expressions for single state noise models can be found in [11] , [17] ; extending them for multiple noise sates is straightforward.
DPMC based SCOD models
In data-driven PMC methods, by use of forward sampling, state-conditional observed feature samples are used for SCOD modeling. First, source states are fixed; i.e. 〈 = , = 〉. Then based on fixed states and use of source models, conditional source features are generated. Now by use of appropriate mismatch function, observed features are extracted from source features ( | , = ( | , , | , )). These samples can represent empirical SCOD as follows:
where is the number of samples and is Dirac delta function. At this step, parametric model of SCOD can be trained by use of state-conditional samples. This model may consist of single Gaussian or multiple Gaussians where the method is named DPMC or IDPMC respectively [10] , [11] .
Inference
In factorial models with multiple hidden Markov chains such as models that are used in multi-talker speech recognition and robust speech recognition tasks, the objective of inference is to find the most probable source states given the observation feature vectors:
Since in robust speech recognition tasks, noise states are not important, so they are discarded. Finding the most probable states conditioned on observation vectors is done by two-dimensional Viterbi search. Naïve implementation requires likelihood evaluation of ( ) different paths among source states. By creating a mega-state HMM from FHMM, the number of operations reduces to ( ( ) 2 ). In mega-state HMM a new state variable is defined equals to Cartesian product of source states. Thus, similar to HMM, decoding requires ( 2 ) operations, where = . But by using two-dimensional Viterbi search, this reduces to ( 2 ). The following recursions are used in two-dimensional Viterbi search to find the most probable speech states:
in which ( +1 | ) and ( +1 | ) are transition probabilities in source Markov chains and ( | , ) is stateconditional observation distribution. It is noteworthy that the role of SCOD in inference here is similar to the observation model in HMMs; like ( ) according to notations of [20] . Recursions start with:
Similar to conventional Viterbi algorithm, in each step, a back-pointer is used to determine target state sequence:
For more details on the two chain models or general cases of using the algorithm, the reader is referred to [6] or [9, Ch. 8], [12] respectively. In fact, here, dynamic programming is run also within time-slices in addition to standard Viterbi algorithm which only runs between time-slices. This is the reason for the reduction of calculations by a factor of .
The proposed method
The proposed method solves the problem of modeling state-conditional observation distribution in a way different from previous methods which are based on interaction model or mismatch functions. It models State-Conditional Observation Distribution using samples where the samples are not generated by forward sampling and use of mismatch function as in the data-driven PMC methods. Sampling of corrupted feature distribution, is started from source signals in time domain. At the first step, segments of source signals are combined together by the freely assumed environment model (such as (1)) to make the corrupted speech in time domain, [ ]. Then, the corresponding features are extracted from these time domain signals; i.e. , and are th sources and corrupted features. These feature vectors are known as stereo features [8] , [21] . We also called them "stereo" due to one to one mapping between these features but here three sets of features are related together.
Source features are then examined in their corresponding source models to compute their state-conditional likelihoods, ( ( | ) and ( | )). Finally, the time domain segments and source feature vectors are discarded. Samples of and their source state-conditional likelihoods will be used for modeling later.
Empirical distribution
Since we have no restriction of source states, samples of are extracted from non-conditional observation distribution rather than SCOD. Therefore these samples cannot be used directly for SCOD modeling. We use importance sampling scheme [22] to correct bias occurred by non-conditional samples for modeling the SCOD using particle weights which indicates association of particle weights to states. Particle weights are calculated in each source spaces as follows:
By assuming source features independence (which is true for many additive noise environments), we have:
Now the combined conditional speech distribution can be modeled empirically by the weighted particles as follows:
where is the particle sampled from ( ) and | , is its adjusting weight for ( | , ).
By iterating and through their corresponding random variable support set and calculating their | , , the SCOD is extracted for all source states.
Parametric distribution
The empirical distribution cannot be used directly in the recognition application and we need parametric model of the SCOD. Parameter estimation of single Gaussian models can be done by maximum weighted likelihood estimators [23] as:
Therefore Gaussian parameters are estimated by weighted samples as follows:
in which , = ∑ | , =1
. Depending on feature spaces, single-component Gaussian may not be an appropriate candidate for SCOD modeling. In these cases, GMM is used as a more flexible modeling tool. While the EM algorithm is used for training GMMs, the standard algorithm does not support weighted samples. Because of this, the standard EM algorithm is extended to support weighted samples.
Consider the following -function as the expected value of weighted complete-data log likelihood in which the expectation is taken over the latent variable posterior for supporting weighted samples (state indices are omitted for brevity of notation): 
Experiments
The Aurora 2 task [24] for recognizing utterances of digit series corrupted by additive and convolutive noises is selected for evaluating the effectiveness of the proposed method for handling noise models with multiple noise states in SCOD modeling in factorial models. This task has three test sets A, B and C and our method is evaluated using set A. Set A is designed to test robustness of recognition methods against additive noises considering this point that the noise information could be used during the training phase and in our experiment we assume that we have noise distribution and signals before test. In this test set, four noises are artificially added to 8440 clean utterances. Corrupted utterances are used during the training phase for multi-condition training scenarios and in this set, the same noises are used for creation of corrupted test utterances. The four noises are Subway, Babble, Car and Exhibition which are artificially added to clean utterances in different SNRs varying from 20 dB to -5 dB in 5 dB steps Before describing the details of the conducted experiments, the whole procedure of the proposed method for noiserobust ASR applications is described first. Figure 2 shows the block diagram of SCOD modeling using weighted "stereo" samples and decoding test utterances using the factorial speech processing models. Output of each step is specified in its block. In source modeling step, speech and noise source models are trained from clean speech utterances and noise signals. Speech models are usually HMMs trained for triphones or whole word depending on the task. For stationary noises, a multivariate Gaussian distribution may be used as the noise model and for non-stationary noise GMMs and HMMs may be used. For non-stationary noises with some patterns in state dynamics, transition matrix of HMMs represents state dynamics (Details of source and SCOD modeling for our experiments is provided in the next sub-section). In the next step, SCOD models are trained based on weighted "stereo" samples where the observed feature samples are initially extracted from non-conditional observation distribution and are weighted according to their corresponding source samples and source models. Then the SCOD models are trained by weighted "stereo" samples using the extended EM method. Finally in the test phase, features of the test utterance are extracted and state-conditional observation likelihoods are calculated to perform decoding using two-dimensional Viterbi algorithm. 
Speech Models
(π, A, m i , S i , M i ) Noise Model (π, A, m j , S j )
Source modeling
Speech source models are created by the Aurora 2 standard recognition scripts [24] in clean condition training mode using HTK toolkit [14] except that for the front-end we use feature extraction functions of the Voicebox toolbox [25] . Framing and windowing are done similar to the standard Aurora 2 recognition scripts. Despite the fact that the proposed method for SCOD modeling allows us independently select feature spaces of source and observed features, but for comparing the performance of the ideal SCOD models to other methods, we limit ourselves to Mel-Frequency Cepstral Coefficients (MFCC) with an specific configuration which is supported by the mismatch functions. Since second order derivatives of MFCCs provide no significant improvements in the experiments we only use first order derivatives. Instead of log energy of frame, zero order coefficient of MFCC features is used. In addition, the applied filterbank to power spectrum only contains 13 filters which enables us to use full DCT matrix in feature extraction and normal inverse of DCT matrix in the mismatch functions. Feature spaces of speech, noise and corrupted signal are selected to be the same with 26 coefficients (MFCC_0_D(26) ).
For each digit of the dataset, a sixteen states HMM model is trained by the Aurora 2 standard scripts. In addition for silence and short pause models, three and one state HMMs are used. Observation models of digits consist of three component GMMs while silence and short pause models use six component GMMs. All GMMs have diagonal covariance matrices.
Two sets of noise models are used in the experiments. In the first set, noise models have only one component multivariate Gaussians for each noise while in the second set, an HMM with optimized number of states are trained. Noise models of the second set are created by STACS tool [26] and noise modeling is done for each noise separately. This tool starts with single sate model and increases HMM states while train new models in an efficient manner to find best model selected by the BIC criterion. Each state has a multivariate Gaussian as its observation distribution with a diagonal covariance matrix. Trained models for Subway, Babble, Car, and Exhibition noises contain 3, 8, 4 and 4 states accordingly. These models are used in VTS, IDPMC and the proposed WSS SCOD modeling experiments.
Modeling state-conditional observation distributions
For the IDPMC SCOD modeling, generated samples are extracted from source state GMMs while for VTS, SCOD models are conditioned for source states and GMM components of speech state. Therefore IDPMC SCOD models are conditioned on joint speech and noise sates while VTS SCOD models are additionally conditioned on component of each speech state. Additionally VTS based SCOD models are trained by two alpha values (see (4) ). At first effect of phase difference is ignored by setting the alpha value to zero. Then second alpha value is set to 2.5 which provides the best results in [17] experiments.
For the proposed method, different SCOD models are trained for each noise types by introducing all four types of set A noises by using environment model of (1) except that we ignore the effect of channel distortion. About 17000 speech utterances from train set of dataset are used for creating "stereo" features. Gain coefficient is adjusted to simulate SNRs from -5 dB to 20 dB including infinity. Voice activity detection and speech energy determination is done by the tools provided in the Voicebox, based on ITU recommendation P.56 (similar to Aurora 2 test sets). Moreover, in our experiments, number of mixture components for modeling of SCOD is determined experimentally and is set to three for GMMs with full covariance matrices. Model selection techniques can be used here to select the best models for each speech-noise state SCOD.
Results
In the first experiment, performance of compensated system (single noise state factorial model) based on IDPMC and VTS based SCODs for two selected alpha values are compared. Average word recognition accuracy for four noises of set A against different SNRs for two selected alpha values are plotted in Figure 3 .
Figure 3: Average recognition performance of compensated systems based on VTS (left) and IDPMC (right) SCOD models for different alpha values on set A of the Aurora 2 dataset over four noises.
As mentioned in [17] selecting alpha to invalid constant 2.5 (invalid regarding to its support set which is [−1, 1]), provides better result than ignoring it, both in VTS and IDPMC SCOD models but with less effect in the IDPMC case. Additionally we observed that IDPMC based SCOD models yields higher recognition rate than VTS based models. Therefore alpha is set to be 2.5 for further experiments. Now the proposed method for training ideal SCOD models for single noise state and multiple noise states is compared to VTS and IDPMC based SCOD models. Figure 4 -left shows this comparison by average word recognition accuracy over four noises in single noise state mode. In addition Figure 4 -right, shows absolute improvement in average recognition accuracy for these three methods when multiple noise states are used. Table 1 shows detailed recognition accuracy for this case. As we can see use of multiple noise states improves recognition accuracy in all cases and more improvement is achieved in low level SNRs. Additionally while IDPMC based factorial models gain more from using multiple state noise models but WSS based factorial models achieve the best results. This is due to this fact that "stereo" data provides frame-level mapping between the clean speech noise Figure 4 -left depicts the performance of multi-conditioned trained system against three compensation schemes. This shows that even for one noise state, the performance of compensated system is greater than multi-conditioned trained system especially in low SNR conditions. Additionally since all SCOD models are trained based on clean trained source models, recognition performance of clean trained system is also provided in Figure 4 -left. 
Conclusion
In this paper, a modeling method based on weighted "stereo" samples for creating state-conditional observation distribution to be used in factorial speech processing models is proposed. In fact the idea behind this method is similar to single pass retraining scheme presented in [10] for model compensation. We present this method with different formulation in addition to its support for non-stationary noises. As it is shown in our experiments, using multiple noise-states increases recognition accuracy especially in low SNR conditions. Due to the use of "stereo" data, the proposed method cannot be used directly in many real applications because this data is not available always. But similar to the ideal compensated models in the single pass retrained systems, we are able to train ideal SCOD models here to assess capabilities of other useful modeling techniques. The purpose for presenting this method is to provide a way to investigate whether increasing the number of noise states in noise models is useful for non-stationary noises in order to improve the overall system performance. As the result, increasing system performance in our experiments encourages researchers for developing methods capable of handling non-stationary noises to be used in factorial speech processing models. Moreover the proposed method is still applicable in noise specific environments where noise information is available in advance in the training phase and it performs far better than multi-condition trained systems. VTS based SCOD models IDPMC based SCOD models WSS based SCOD models
Appendix A Extending the EM algorithm for modeling mixture of Gaussians based on weighted samples
In the E-step of the EM algorithm for weighted particles, particle weights have no effect on the component responsibility equations. By considering particle weights as the replicating order of the particles (similar to (21) ), this replication has no effect on the component responsibilities to each particle. Therefore component responsibilities are calculated without considering particle weights by the old parameter set as in E -step of the standard EM algorithm for GMMs: Taking the derivative with respect to results in:
Now (27) is easily obtained for updating by setting this derivative to zero. For estimating , according to [27] the derivative takes the following form:
in which the is estimated by (27) . Setting it to zero, we obtain:
Then (28) is obtained for estimating in which when the number of samples are significant, there is no need for adjusting the estimator for bias.
Finally for we have: ⁄ = ∑ ( ( ))⁄ =1 + = 0 (36) by using the assumption ∑ =1 = 1 and considering ( ) as a valid conditional probability mass function, is calculated by:
Now we can eliminate from (36) by (37) which leads to (29) for updating .
